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Welcome to the third edition of Upper Langlee Matters.
Thank you to everyone who took the time to come to the recent “Planning for Real”
event. It was great to meet you all and hear your views on the improvements you would
like to see at Upper Langlee.
For those who were unable to attend, we include some of the feedback we received both
from the event and the survey in this newsletter.
We are now in the process of developing a range of options and will be holding a second event on Friday
18th May to provide you with an opportunity to look at these options and talk to our team about your
views and preferences.
John Paterson
Project Director

Planning for Real event—23rd March
The first Planning for Real event was held at
Langlee Primary School on 23rd March.
The team ran ‘ideal home’ sessions with the school
pupils and then a “drop in” session for local people
so that we could discuss what they would like to
see as part of any regeneration scheme.
Feedback from the survey was displayed in posters
alongside plans of the existing homes and our team
were on hand to discuss feedback and designs.
Some of the most popular designs from elsewhere
included

What you told us:
•
Area needs fewer flats / more houses
•
Make better use of open space
•
Address road safety concerns—speed
and visibility
•
Improve / increase parking
•
Review footpath access and routes
through the area
•
Create better bin storage and
designated garden space
•
Relocate play area and improve
amenities for young people
•
Better security
•
Beech Avenue unappealing and needs
improving
•
Increase visibility of front doors
•
Reduce number of empty properties
•
Better
privacy.

* figures based on residents’
replies

Planning for real event
We will be holding a second “Planning for
Real” session on the afternoon of Friday
18th May at:
Langlee Primary School
48 Langlee Drive
Galashiels
TD1 2EB
The session will again be informal and
“drop-in” style. We will be displaying a
number of options that have been
developed following feedback from the
survey and the previous event and the team
will be on hand to hear your feedback and
to chat about your preferences.
Refreshments will be available
We hope you are able to join us. Further
details will be sent shortly.
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